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ieMR Code Upgrade SP26 – Pharmacy
The purpose of this document is to provide information about the visual and workflow changes that ieMR users will
experience when the ieMR Code Upgrade SP26 occurs. Please note this is not a full account of the changes coming
with the code upgrade. The full list of changes may be found here: http://iemrportal.health.qld.gov.au/Projects

Health Informatics support is available on ext. 1999
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Visual Changes
Body Surface Area
Body Surface Area (BSA) calculation now displays in the continuous infusion order entry field in PowerChart and the
Verify window in PharmNet when patient has a height and weight recorded. This does not display on the MAR.

PharmNet

Ordering Continuous Fluids with Normalised Rates
Only the mL/hr unit is supported for rates (as well as free-text rates, where appropriate) for the diluent component
of continuous infusions. Future optimisation work is required to configure other weight-based volume rate units
(e.g. mL/kg/hr) to function appropriately. Normalised rates for additives are unchanged.

Modifying continuous infusions no longer clears the duration
Duration is no longer mandatory to re-enter when modifying a continuous infusion order. Previously, the duration
fields would clear and become mandatory. Although the duration fields will still clear, no information is required to
be entered unless there is a change required for the duration from ‘now until the end’ of the order.

Alert when placing new orders on non-refreshed Orders profile
When modifying or placing new medication or continuous infusion orders without first refreshing the Orders profile,
a prompt will appear displaying new or modified orders since the last refresh. This is a safety feature to ensure
clinicians are placing orders based on the most up-to-date Orders profile. The prompt titled ‘Changes to Orders Have
Been Made’ will now display in the following scenarios:
1. Order placed or modified for a patient (this may be by another clinician)
2. Remain on Orders profile but DON’T refresh the screen
3. Click ‘Add’ to add a new order, then sign
User information
Users will need to ensure they refresh the Orders screen before placing new medication/infusion orders. If they
receive the alert, they should review for any new or modified orders and then click ‘Continue Signing Orders’ to
proceed.

PowerPlan changes
PowerPlan buttons have new labels and are re-sequenced – ‘Initiate’ and ‘Sign’ have been replaced with

PowerPlan phases are displayed for review if using ‘Plan for later’. Currently, once the user clicks ‘Sign’, phases are
automatically ‘Planned’. This enhancement provides an additional checkpoint to ensure the clinician only wishes to
‘Plan for later’ rather than ‘Initiate now’.

Discharge quantities in PRN prescriptions
The Dispense quantity is not automatically calculated for a PRN prescription i.e. PRN reason is entered.

Able to chart a task as “Not Done” in the future
In the Medication Administration Record, you can now Chart Not Done for a task more than 120 minutes into the
future.

**Caution required** – as per HITEC Patient Safety Notice 49, tasks that are charted ‘not done’ can be re-generated
if the order is modified or verified before the original scheduled time of that task. The user performing the
modification or verification should receive an alert “Administration schedule changed” if this occurs at least 10
minutes after the order is placed.

Reschedule options account for doses already administered
When rescheduling all administration times for a medication order with a scheduled frequency (e.g. TWICE a day,
THREE times a day), the system will now account for doses that have already been administered when determining
reschedule options.
In the below example, the 14:00 dose was already administered before rescheduling. The afternoon dose time was
changed to 15:00, however the 15:00 dose is not presented as the next dose in any of the reschedule options.

Known defects
PharmNet screen sometimes moves behind other applications when verifying multiple orders
If another ieMR application (e.g. PowerChart) is open behind PharmNet and the user is verifying multiple orders,
other ieMR windows may ‘jump’ in front of PharmNet during verification workflow. This is an intermittent issue.
User information
Click the Medication Manager 'M' icon in the taskbar to return to the PharmNet screen.

Frequency modification in PharmNet may not be honoured correctly
It is not endorsed workflow at CHQ for pharmacists to amend the frequency of a medication order within PharmNet.
If the order Frequency is inadvertently changed during verification, the system may not honour the frequency if you
change it back. For example, if the frequency is accidentally changed from ‘6 hourly’ to ‘8 hourly’ and then changed
back to ‘6 hourly’, the system may generate doses on the MAR at the ‘8 hourly’ frequency interval.

User information
If the Frequency is accidentally changed during verification or modification in PharmNet, cancel out of the
verification window rather than changing the frequency to the original selection.

Order sentence filter text displaying incorrectly
When searching for an order via the New Order Entry component in Doctor Workflow MPages (e.g. Doctor View),
the ‘Filtered Order Sentences’ text is displayed with lines over the text:
User information
The checkbox is still functional and filters correctly despite the cosmetic appearance.

Order comments may not display correctly within the MAR administration window
Some medication orders with long order comments may not display these order comments in their entirety within
the administration window.

User information
Prior to administering a medication, nurses should click and drag the bottom right hand corner of the screen to make
the administration window larger OR right click on the blue order information and select ‘Order Info’ to ensure all
order comments are viewable.

Rescheduling defects
Most defects around rescheduling have been resolved, however some issues remain. The ‘Administration Schedule
Changed’ alert will remain in place.
User information
Current process remains: The MAR should be reviewed before and after the modification of any order (including
verification in PharmNet) to ensure that rescheduled doses are reviewed in the context of the modified order.
If the order modification occurs more than 10 minutes after the original order was placed, the user will receive an
alert notifying them that ‘This action has changed the administration schedule on the MAR’. The order should be
reviewed on the MAR and, if necessary, the dose can be rescheduled again to the appropriate time.

Unchecking PRN flag in PharmNet can result in error message
In PharmNet, if an order with a defined duration is modified after its start date/time and the PRN indicator is
unchecked, an error message will display saying “Duration unit is missing”.
User information
Pharmacists are to complete all PRN order modifications within PowerChart as opposed to PharmNet.

Void/Verify/Void actions in PharmNet can skip the Void screen
When Void, Verify and Void actions are taken across multiple orders in PharmNet (in that order), the second Void
form will fail to show if the Verify action is cancelled. Even though it does not display, the Void action will continue.

User information
When required, voiding of erroneous orders should be completed in PowerChart instead of PharmNet.

